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 In archaeology, the rock art is a unique phenomenon to observe and understand the 

concept and thought process of our ancestors. Rock art has primarily taken to the analysis of 

the subject, thematic context, superimpositions and pattern of rock arts to understand the 

chronology. The present rock art survey was carried out in the Mircha hill range, Gwalior 

district of Madhya Pradesh from 10th and 11th December 2022. Information about this rock 

art site was provided by Neelkamal Maheshwari, an art enthusiast from Gwalior. The two 

days survey of the Mircha region found four rock art sites and two habitational sites. Rock 

arts found during the survey are paintings, which belong to the Prehistoric to the Historical 

periods. The motifs of rock art in this area are especially correlated to the Mesolithic 

chronological frame by its depictions, compared to the rest of the states in the country. 

 Typologically, the Mesolithic period of this region contains geometric and non-

geometric figures. It is believed that the Central India environment, geography and natural 

resources have provided a suitable landscape and conditions for the prehistoric inhabitants. 

The village Mircha is bordered by the Mircha hill belt and Sankh river.  
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Par formation of rocks in Mircha hill



 Geology of the region is much different from other regions, the rocks are known as 

the ‘Gwalior Group of rocks, which range from the ‘Achaean’ to ‘Recent’ formations. 

Firstly, the name “Gwalior Series” was given by English Geologist C. A. Hacket in 1870, 

but by the new nomenclature it is known as “Gwalior Group”. All the litho-logical units as 

mentioned under “Gwalior Group'' are well developed at a place named Par Village Hill. 

This Par series consists of thin bedded sandstone with some shade beds. These special 

geological settings and conditions have been adapted by our ancestors and sustained in this 

area. 

Rock Shelters 

 The rock shelters were situated in the hill slope facing towards the valley and a 

village also located here. The Mesolithic Culture represents a phase of transition from the 

preceding hunting and food-gathering stage of the Palaeolithic period to that of farming and 
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The Geological Condition (Par Formation) makes shelters that were used by our ancestors of Shelter 
No. 4



herding in the succeeding Neolithic period. The Mesolithic period coincides with the 

beginning of the Holocene age, which witnessed a change in climate from cold and arid to 

warm and wet conditions. The characteristics of the Mesolithic tool was a small-sized stone 

tool of different shapes which could be hafted on a wooden or a bone to handle as a 

composite tool or as a weapon such as spear, arrow, sickle or saw.  

 The Mesolithic period saw a significant growth in human population and change in 

demographic profile in the Mircha region. In our preliminary observation, the region is fully 

occupied by the Mesolithic period. 

Shelter No. 1 (N 26010´33.78” E 77055´09.05”) 

The Shelter No. 1 is located on a slope of the Mircha hill facing towards the eastern 

direction towards the valley. The composition of the rocks in the shelter is Par formation. 

The shelter is measured 7.2 M in height and 18 M lengths with an elevation of 301 M.  

Paintings in shelter are seen in four clusters. It contains the activity figures of humans, 
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animals such as humped bulls/ wild buffalo, deer, boar, etc. Style of the painting and theme 

suggest it belongs to the Mesolithic period. Most of the illustrations are done in dark and 

light red colour. Evidence of superimposition is also found in this rock shelter. 

Shelter No. 2 (N 26010´39.84” E 77055´12.22”) 

Shelter No. 2 is located almost 500 metres away from Shelter No. 1, towards the northern direction. 

This shelter also faces the eastern direction towards the valley. The shelter is measured 7.10 M 

height, 4.10 M width and 1.10 M depth with an elevation of 310 M. Paintings are found in two 

clusters, it is executed in red ochre and light red ochre colours. Hunting scenes, bull, wild boar, 

human figure, gracing bull, etc. are seen in this shelter. Hunting scene of the animal is overlapped 

by another animal, which represents the bigger animal holding the small animal’s neck by using its 

mouth. It can be assigned to the Mesolithic period, because of its theme and style. Painted walls are 

being eroded due to the water seepage over the walls which turn the paintings into less visible. 
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Shelter No. 3 (N 26010´39.84” E 77055´12.22”)  

Shelter No. 3 is located on the north-east cliff of the hill. Measurement of the shelter is 5.10 M 

depth, and 9.35 M width with an elevation of 288 M. Paintings of the shelter are geometric 

symbols, animal rider, humans, animals, etc. and it can be assigned from the Mesolithic to the 

Historic periods.  
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 The site is entirely vandalised by people, as they converted this rock shelter into a living 

temple. Most of the shelter and rock paintings were defaced using white wash/ paint.  
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Shelter No. 6 (N 26010´46.07” E 77055´30.02”) 

Shelter No.6 located in the bottom of the hill, towards the northern direction from the 

village. The shelter measures 2 M height and 5 M width. The depiction is a half star shaped 

figure in red ochre colour. 

Habitation Sites  

Shelter No. 4 and Shelter No. 5 

These shelters were located on a hill slope situated in the northern direction of the village. 

An area approximately 770 M stretch of the hill behind the village is a catchment area for 

procuring raw materials for the construction activities, like houses, boundary walls, etc. by 

the villagers. Shelter No. 4 and 5 were measured in 7 M and 11 M width respectively. 

Shelters in the hill are showing signs of human occupation in the ancient periods. Paintings 

might have been present in the ancient times, which were lost due to human or natural 

intervention.  
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Ethnographic Survey 

A primary ethnographic survey was also conducted among communities inhabiting the area, 

they are Sahariya, Gond, Pal, Bhil and Gujjar. In the village, the team found paintings and 

incised drawings on the mud walls of their houses, which can be assumed as a continuing 

tradition from the Prehistoric period till now. Similar kind of tradition is also found in the 

tribal communities among the Chakia region of Uttar Pradesh. Mostly, these paintings were 

executed by using lime colours.  

A small area of the village was 

protected as a worshipping place, where a 

small structure was erected under a tree. A 

stone was placed inside the structure 

representing the god.  
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Human Vandalism 

Human vandalism can be seen in most of the rock art sites, in the form of etching, writing, 

drawing over the rock art, converting the rock art shelter or cave into a living place, 

worshipping place, etc. Rock Shelter No. 3 was also heavily vandalised by the villagers. 

This rock art site was converted into a living temple, where they installed an idol for 

worship. Along with it,  they defaced the rock paintings by using the whitewash and paint. 

Conclusion 

• The survey demonstrates the immense potentiality of this region in the form of rock art 

and other archaeological evidence.  

• The present, two day survey is limited to a small area for exploration. A detailed 

multidisciplinary study in the area can provide much more information about the cultural 

sequences, ancient population and their activities, palaeo-climate, flora and fauna of the 

region, etc.  

• The study emphasizes the variability in the nature of prehistoric cultural sequences 

across India, especially in the central region.  

• The rock paintings and the geological context of the Mircha Hill and adjoining regions 

represent rock art habitation sites with high archaeological significance. Further, we 
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need to expand our methods to explore and conduct systematic studies including 

excavations to understand the human activities of central India. 

Future Works 

❖ Multidisciplinary study and detailed exploration in the region. 

❖ An archaeological excavation in the sites can provide cultural sequence of the region 

and also validate the assumptions. 

❖ Scientific analysis of the data and dating can provide authenticity about the facts and 

also past environmental conditions (palaeo-climate), human habitations, etc.  
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